Installation Instructions
Introduction:
Your Padimount in-wall tablet mount was
designed to securely and elegantly mount
your tablet to the wall. It is thin enough to
mount over a stud in drywall as thin as 1/2”.
It comes with either a fingerprint resistant
stainless steel, or a paintable white outer
frame. The kit includes a USB over CAT5E
power extender, as well as all necessary
mounting hardware and accessories.
Contents:
(1) Assembled Bracket / Frame
(1) Retaining Ring with Neodymium
Magnets
(1) Decorative Faceplate
(1) USB (male) to RJ-45 (female) Charging
Adapter
(1) USB (female) to RJ-45 (female)
Charging Adapter
(1 set) P-Clamps with Screws
(1 set) Security Screws
(1 set) Mounting Screws
(1) Instruction Manual
(1) Cutout Template
(1) 2.5mm Allen Key
Placement*: Determine if you will be
mounting your tablet horizontally or
vertically. Using the faceplate as a guide,
locate the position on the wall where the
mount will be installed. Because of the
shallow depth of the Padimount in-wall
bracket, it is not necessary to limit
placement only to areas between studs.
The in wall bracket is designed for use in
locations where 1/2” or 5/8” drywall has
been installed. In locations where other
building materials have been used it may be
necessary to use the included mounting
screws to install the bracket.

IN-WALL BRACKET PLACEMENT

Approx. Center

Measure and mark the center point of the
location you have chosen.
*This step will have already been done if a
rough-in ring has been installed.
Cutting the Opening*: Using a level,
center and place the included cutout
template over the center point, making sure
to maintain the correct orientation
(horizontal or vertical) of the tablet. Mark and
cut the opening using the appropriate tool,
taking care not to damage any wiring,
plumbing or ductwork inside the wall.

Cut Around Tracing
with Drywall Saw

Center Over Mark

IWB-A10
C u t o u t Te m p l a t e

Trace Around Template

CUTOUT TEMPLATE

To allow the bracket frame to sit flush with
the wall, and to allow the dog-ears to swing
easily into place, trim any rough interior or
exterior edges of the drywall opening.
*This step will have already been done if a
rough-in ring has been installed.

IN-WALL BRACKET

Allen Wrench

Max Length
80 Feet

WIRING PLACEMENT
Install the Charging Adapter: The USB to
CAT5E charging adapters are designed to
be used with the power adapter and
charging cable that came with your tablet.
Using a terminated CAT5E patch cable you
can extend the ability to charge your tablet
up to 80 feet (Do not exceed without POE
injection - not included).
Connect the USB (male) charging adapter
to the wall plug that came with your tablet,
and to the Ethernet patch cable. Connect
the other end of the patch cable to the USB
(female) charging adapter. Connect the USB
cable that came with your tablet to the
charging adapter and secure both the USB
and patch cables to the back of the
Padimount in-wall bracket using the
included P-clamps. Leave enough slack in
the cable to connect your tablet and route
the end of the cable through the opening in
the bracket frame.
Install the In-Wall Bracket: Remove the
steel faceplate, as well as the plastic
retaining ring, and set them aside.
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Place the in-wall bracket in the cutout
opening, taking care not to kink the
charging cable. Making sure the frame is
level; carefully tighten each of the dog-ear
screws around the perimeter to secure the
frame. As you tighten each dog-ear it will
swing into place and begin to clamp the
frame to the drywall. It is important not to
over tighten any of the dog-ears, as this may
warp the bracket and make it difficult to
install your tablet later.

REMOVE

If the opening in the drywall is obstructed by
a wooden stud or other obstruction, it may
be necessary to remove one or more of the
dog-ears. If this occurs, use one of the
included mounting screws to secure the

Install the Tablet:
Attach the charging cable to the tablet and
carefully position the charging connector
through the opening of the bracket frame.
Press the tablet firmly into the frame and
make sure that all of the latching tabs grip
the edges of the tablet.
Place the magnetic retaining ring over the
tablet with the logo facing outward, making
sure that the opening for the speaker is
oriented correctly.

Speaker
Wave Guide

There are several holes around the retaining
ring for use with the included security
screws, to more permanently secure the
tablet to the frame. These will make it
difficult to remove the tablet without the
proper tools. Use of the security screws is
optional, but highly recommended in
installations where the tablet will not be
moved except for service.

Speaker
Opening

Security Screws
Are Optional

Speaker
Opening

frame, or simply omit the dog-ear in that
location if the wood screw is not a suitable
option.
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With the retaining ring in place, attach the
steel faceplate to the frame. The faceplate is
held securely in place by the magnets in the
retaining ring. Make sure to orient the
faceplate correctly so that the speaker
opening lines up with the opening in the
retaining ring.
Painting Tips:
Make sure all surfaces are clean, dry and
free from dust or other residue before
painting.
Use a high quality bonding primer designed
for painting plastics (example: XIM 400W)
Lacquer, Oil or Polyurethane based paints
generally offer the most durability.
Paint the faceplate face up, slightly raised off
the surface.
For best results, DO NOT roll or brush the
paint. Spray using light coats to avoid paint
buildup.

A7 DIMENSIONS
INCHES [MILLIMETERS]

7.04
178.9
4.81
122.3

.14
3.6

6.04
153.5

1.04
26.5

.52
13.3

7.47
189.7

9.01
228.9
10.01
254.3

A10 DIMENSIONS
INCHES [MILLIMETERS]

9.06
230
.14
3.6

6.31
160.4

1.04
26.5

8.06
204.6

.52
13.3
9.13
231.9
11.63
295.5

Warranty:
Two years from date of purchase. For warranty information, please go to
www.padimount.com.
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10.63
270.1

